[A meta analysis of the effect of enhanced hand hygiene on the morbidity of ventilator-associated pneumonia].
To determine the effect of enhanced hand hygiene on the morbidity of ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP). Clinical studies which were related to enhanced hand cleansing to the risk of VAP, which were published between July 1992 and June 2013 in English or Chinese were retrieved via computer and manual screening. Data were extracted according to appropriate inclusion and exclusion criteria and analyzed with RevMan 5.0 software. A total of 6 studies, all of which were performed with well controlled protocol, involving 28 461 mechanical ventilator days and 32 428 mechanical ventilator days were analyzed. The morbidity of VAP was 39.5 days per 1 000 mechanical ventilator days and 19.5 days per 1 000 mechanical ventilator days before and after enhanced hand cleaning, respectively. The methods of enhancing hand hygiene included feasible hand hygiene apparatus, long-term education, supervision and feedback, as well as increased hand cleaning compliance. All 6 eligible studies reported that enhanced hand washing lowered the risk of VAP, with risk reduction ranging from 29.8% to 65.5% with a mean reduction value of 50.6%. Meta analysis showed that enhanced hand cleaning could protect patients from VAP with odds ratio (OR) varying from 1.43 to 5.82 [pooled OR=2.23, 95% confidence interval (95%CI) 1.62-3.07, P<0.000 01]. It was showed in funnel chart that bias in the published articles was not significant. Enhanced hand hygiene has an effect of prevention of VAP morbidity and is associated with lowered morbidity of VAP. However, the reliability of this conclusion is questionable because of poor quality of these studies.